Size effects in ion-neutral complex-mediated alkane eliminations from ionized aliphatic ethers.
The effects of the size of the ionic and neutral partners on ion-neutral complex-mediated alkane eliminations from ionized aliphatic ethers were determined by obtaining metastable decomposition spectra and photoionization ionization efficiency curves. Increasing the size of the ionic partner decreases the competitiveness of alkane elimination with alkyl loss. This is attributed to decreasing attraction between the partners with increasing distance between the neutral partner and the center of charge in the associated ion. Increasing the size of the neutral partner lowers the threshold for alkane elimination relative to that for simple dissociation when the first threshold is above ΔHf(products). This is attributed to increasing attraction between the partners with increasing polarizability of the radical in the complex. Adding a CH2 to the radical in a complex seems to increase the attraction between the partners by about 24 kJ mol(-1).